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Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine 2018
97 Points
A subtle nose on this wine evokes chalk made moist with ripe Amalfi lemon juiciness. The
palate plays these twin notions off each other in a subtle, fresh way, despite the concentration
and depth. This wine is cool and zesty at its core but generous and light-footed at the surface.
Allow this to calm down and come forth with its compelling core. ANNE KREBIEHL MW

Grand Cru Les Preuses Domaine 2018
96 Points
Funky reduction still dominates this wine's nose with yeasty fumes, but underneath bright
lemon notes shine through. The palate comes in with compact concentration and bundled but
buffered energy. Drive and verve are packed in 2018's generosity, with a slender, bright core
that conveys mouthwatering refreshment. The chalky finish is long and fresh. ANNE KREBIEHL
MW

Grand Cru Bougros Côte Bouguerots Domaine 2018
95 Points
Hazelnut-like smokiness folds itself around lemon notes on this wine's creamy nose. The
palate comes in with rounded pear, portraying the juicy ripeness of 2018 but grounding it
in layered, yeasty, chalky and smoky depth. Oaky nuttiness adds extra dimension while
lemon freshness makes for luminous length. ANNE KREBIEHL MW

Grand Cru Bougros Domaine 2018
95 Points
Cooling, mossy chalkiness plays on this wine's nose, despite the heat of 2018. The palate
then displays juicy roundness in the form of ripe, yellow pear pervading chalky depth. Rich
lemon-peel notes create contour and add mouthwatering brightness to this concentrated,
understated wine that comes with subdued but distinct power. ANNE KREBIEHL MW

Premier Cru Fourchaume 2018
94 Points
Lemon oil subtly pervades the mossy nose on this wine with richness and generosity. The
juicy palate adds zestiness that plays above rounded, smooth yeastiness. Towards the finish
this tapers towards limestone depth, ending with a long echo of lemon. Lovely now, the wine
will show its truer self with bottle age. ANNE KREBIEHL MW

Premier Cru Montmains Domaine 2018
94 Points
Ripe lemon notes on this wine's nose have hints of Mirabelle plum and lemon-peel waxiness.
The palate is rounded and smooth, but shot through with ripe lemon zest. This wine is
fruitier and richer than expected, but buffered by a chalky texture that hints at untold depth.
The finish reveals the full dimension of the wine. ANNE KREBIEHL MW
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Premier Cru Montée de Tonnerre Domaine 2018
94 Points
Subtle aromatics combine pear peel, creamy candlewax and green citrus into an alluring,
fresh nose on this wine. The palate comes in with rounded ripeness. It redoubles that sense
of creaminess that rests on a yeasty, billowing texture that is backed by bright lemon. The
interplay between freshness, ripeness and texture creates harmony. Lovely chalkiness
appears on the finish. ANNE KREBIEHL MW

Premier Cru Vaillons Domaine 2018
94 Points
This wine's intriguing nose combines rich candlewax with bright lemon oil. The palate is
rounded and smooth, with buffered freshness on the midpalate. It is here that the sense of
chalky depth comes in, conveying a stony, austere hinterland for which 2018's generous fruit
is mere window dressing. With its depth, the wine expresses the vintage beautifully. ANNE
KREBIEHL MW

Premier Cru Vaulorent Domaine 2018
94 PointsGreen pear freshness edged with lemon marks out this wine's nose. The pear is
rounder and riper on the palate but that freshness remains, leading to cooling, concentrated
and chalky depth. It has elegance and lasting freshness—a triumph in 2018. ANNE KREBIEHL
MW

Champs Royaux 2018
93 Points - #66 of Top 100 Wines of 2020
A subtle hint of tangerine on the nose dissipates to leave ripe lemon brightness. The palate
is concentrated, juicy and fresh, brimming with lemon-edged Mirabelle fruitiness. Chalky
depth anchors everything in coolness despite the ripe, rounded vintage. ANNE KREBIEHL
MW

Chablis Domaine 2018
92 Points
A touch of reduction blends in with a hint of lanolin on this wine's subtle nose. The palate
adds zestiness to a rounded, smooth and harmonious mix of pear fruit, citrus and chalkiness.
It finishes bright and fresh. ANNE KREBIEHL MW
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